NEWS RELEASE

Alterface introduces new mobile action device NOMAD
for wireless pointing and shooting
Wavre, Belgium, 22 June 2018 – During AAE in Hong
Kong, Alterface introduced NOMAD to the market.
Alterface’s award-winning and patented pointing
technology can be found in renown parks around
the world. Based on this expertise, Alterface now
developed a totally wireless interactive pointing
and shooting device, boosting interactivity and
enhancing immersive experiences. It allows
customization from the very smallest up to the
largest interactive device.
NOMAD stands for “New Optimized Mobile Action
Device”, a compact and portable device that
enables interaction with media screens, scenery
and animatronics. Alterface aligns all this with its
advanced technological infrastructure empowering
the interactive ride or attraction. NOMAD is bringing a totally new level of game simplification and
interaction. The new pointing and shooting devices are entirely wireless and can be miniaturized to the
size of a magic wand, allowing for unsurpassed levels of personalization. Based on Alterface patented
camera-based detection technology, NOMAD can be used by hundreds of visitors at the same time,
enabling any type of action such as shooting, moving, circling, pointing, etc.
New dimension to interactive experiences
NOMAD greatly simplifies the process of turning any attraction into an interactive venue, as it requires
no specific infrastructure at the player side. No cumbersome encoding technology, no dependence on
wireless networks, no power on vehicles! Players can embark the ride with their own NOMAD interactive
device or can use one of them, tethered to the vehicle by just two power supply cables for loading the
devices.
Shooting precision is millimetric and the system has been successfully tested to distances of up to
35 meters, in open air. Like all other devices designed by Alterface, it is based on infrared technology,
totally safe for the players.
Benoit Cornet, Founder & CEO of Alterface, explains:
“Over the last 17 years, Alterface has provided its
technology to the biggest brands in the industry
and our market leadership in interactive dark rides
is undisputed. With this advanced technology
development, we open up new opportunities in the
interactive segment, from dark rides and interactive
walkthroughs to entirely new creative attractions.”
In order to facilitate the implementation of this
new mobile action technology, Alterface has been
setting up a comprehensive creative department,
assisting anyone interested to go interactive.
Services include specialist advice, technology

provision, media production, game play definition
and storytelling. Alterface can be the driving force
in developing a new attraction from A to Z, in
close cooperation with its network of experienced
partners.
NOMAD can be integrated in all existing and new
Alterface ride systems, including its recently
launched Erratic® Ride. This first non-linear mixedmedia ride ever with dynamic scene changing, allows
players to determine the sequence depending on
their ranking and preferences. It is aimed at space
conscious venues and represents a total solution
for anyone who wants a true and immersive dark
ride experience on a limited footprint, yet with high
throughput.
“We are all very excited about NOMAD! This new and advanced wireless device will bring interactivity to
a next level. It offers tremendous opportunities for any kind of attraction, adding dimension to the story
and experience. NOMAD perfectly fits our vision and offering of non-linear rides, bringing more freedom
and customization to visitors, and optimizing space in the parks.” concludes Benoit Cornet.
About Alterface
Founded in 2001 and headquartered in Belgium, Europe, Alterface operates globally with US office and
Asian branches in Beijing and Xiamen, China. The Alterface team creates and develops end-to-end
interactive mixed-media attractions for dark rides, spinning & duelling theaters and walkthroughs. These
are customized to fit local cultures and traditions, offering high quality standards and an unrivalled
support system. Alterface offers creative services and advanced technologies including the patented
show control system Salto!, NOMAD wireless pointing & shooting, non-linear Erratic® Ride and proprietary
IP Popcorn Revenge®.
Visitors can enjoy Alterface rides in Jardin d’Acclimatation, Legendia, Qingdao Wanda, Phantasialand, Six
Flags, Lego Discovery Centers, Cedar Fair, Carowinds, Ferrari World, IMG, Lotte World, Yumiyuri land, Hub
Zero, Comics Station Antwerp and many more.
For more information visit www.alterface.com
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